Hospitality of the poor
Such as they were, they were put before us, while the family
looked on in admirable silence: only one boy, unable as yet
quite to control his feelings, followed the plates with his eyes:
his tears rose slowly, the corners of his little mouth turned
down. His mother, ashamed, gave him a small slap and then,
surreptitiously, offered him iier fingers to lick, on which some
savour of tomato still lingered.
I myself was hungry enough to have demolished all three
dishes at once with the greatest ease; but who could withstand
so heart-rending a spectacle? To say anything was impossible:
our hostess would have been humiliated beyond words: but
one could leave part of the dinner on one's plate. I pretended
to be satisfied half-way through the microscopic meal, and
the four little boys lapped up what remained. As for the
daughter, she had learnt already what is what in this world.
She neither got nor expected a share.
The Great Mountain
The dawn crept dove-coloured over the solitary landscape,
subduing the high ridge before us to a uniform shadowy
gentleness; even as the mind of men, growing in wisdom,
may yet subdue and smooth away by very excess of light the
obstacles before it.
Our obstacle was also our goal, the high wall where he who
mapped for the Survey of India had stopped in 1923, beyond
which, unsurveyed, lay Shah Riza's house and the treasure.
I looked at it across the plain still dun in morning shadow,
where the black tents in their small and even rows showed
no sign of rising smoke or life awakening. I wondered by
which of the litde nicks against the sky, all running a more or
less even line, our way would lie.
Even Shah Riza was ready to start, his prayers having
taken him less time than usual. He was wrapped in my
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